
Introduction:

Remind your child of Piglet and the frozen juice from the previous session (show him), and explain: ‘Impulsive 
Piglet’ is now ‘Poorly Piglet’! He had a bit of a cold and a sore throat before. And when he defrosted the juice it 
was very, very cold. But Piglet drank it anyway, and now he feels even worse. Poor Piglet!

However, some warm milk might help soothe his throat and help him feel better. Ask your child whether milk is 
usually warm: emphasise that it is usually cold. How could we make the milk warm? (by heating). And if we 
accidently heat it too much, how can we cool it down a bit quite quickly? Agree that you could add an ice cube, 
for example.

Sing this song about heating and cooling milk, to the tune of ‘Here we go round the mulberry bush’:

We heat up our milk to make it hot, make it hot, make it hot.
We heat up our milk to make it hot, on a cold and frosty morning.
We put ice in our milk to cool it down, cool it down, cool it down;
We put ice in our milk to cool it down, on a bright and sunny evening.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

 Impulsive Piglet from E8

 The red and blue circles 
from E5 – as symbols for 
heating and cooling 
respectively

 Some sugar cubes

 A small pan for melting the 
sugar

 A heat source

10–15 minutes

HEATING – COOLING 

Your child understand that solids (e.g. sugar or ice) can become liquid if heated, and become solid 
again if cooled.

To develop understanding of heating and cooling, melting and solidification
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SAFETY NOTE

The activities described in this session are designed to provide a memorable learning experience, and have all 
been carried out successfully with young children. However, you will need to minimise risks and comply with 
your own health and safety policies. 

 Take care not to heat the sugar too much, so that it doesn’t burn. 

 Ensure that your child does not come into contact with the hot liquid or the heat source, and that they 
understand that heat can cause injury.



Heating Sugar:

Remind your child that solids and liquids are opposites. Quickly recap on some other opposites.

Then give them some sugar cubes to hold, and agree that the cubes are solid. Explain: We are going to turn the solid sugar into a liquid. How could 
we do that? 

Melt the sugar in a small pan. Show your child the melted sugar, and then allow the sugar to cool. Show them that the sugar has solidified again, 
even though it’s now not in the same shape.

Help your child to think of other examples of this, for example an ice lolly can melt to liquid while you are eating, especially if the weather is warm or 
hot, but if you were to put it in the freezer, it would go hard again as the melting lolly becomes solid again. 

Help your child to verbalise what they have learned in the last few sessions by asking them to repeat: Solid turns into liquid when we heat, and liquid 
turns into solid when we cool.

HEATING – COOLING – continued 
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Play ‘Father Frost says’:

Agree some actions for ‘liquid’ and ‘solid’ with your child, for example swimming to represent ‘liquid’, and standing as still as a statue to represent 
‘solid’. Show them the red and blue circles, and ask them which they think would best represent ‘cooling’ and which ‘heating’. Remind them of the 
Father Frost story if necessary.

Explain that you will say, ‘Father Frost says…’ and they must act out what you say – either liquid or solid. Then, when you hold up the red or blue circle, 
they must ‘transform’ themselves into the new state – either liquid or solid. 

Start with ‘solid – red circle – liquid’ and then ’liquid – blue circle – solid’ a few times in turn. Verbalise the transformation clearly at the end of each go. 
For example: You were a solid, then with heating, you became a liquid. If they find it difficult, have them think about being ice or water when you say 
solid or liquid, and visualising what happens with cooling or heating. 

Once they have grasped that, if you think they will manage extending this further then do ‘solid – blue circle – solid’ (no change in state) and ‘liquid –
red circle – ? (gas)’. See if they remember that heat turns liquid to gas. Discuss, and have them invent an action for gas too so as to complete the 
representation.
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